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Zandvoort: attractive 365 days a year

Summers with its pavilions, events and hustle and bustle in the village. Autumn with its fighting deer, beautiful colours and man-sized wisents. Cosy beach walks in the winter and spring with its budding nature. Every season you will discover a different side of Zandvoort, so no visit need be the same. 








Visit the beach all year round 


Sunbathing, walking, seeing and being seen, water sports, laughing, exerting yourself, but above all relaxing and having fun. All year round, the beach is a source of entertainment and relaxation. It is not for nothing that millions of people know how to find their way to Zandvoort beach every year.





The village behind the beach


The centre of Zandvoort is unlike any other village. It is authentic and modern, village and city, pleasantly busy and delightfully quiet, but above all itself. A place where you drink the best Mocktails and then taste the best foreign cuisine. A place where you feel at home and welcome.





Racing and running on the circuit


Circuit Zandvoort has an enchanting effect on many. The 'holy asphalt' where so much history has been written. A place of tragedy and victory. A place you must have been. Watching 300 kilometres per hour during one of the races or running at 10 kilometres per hour during one of the events.


 



Big game and running dunes


In no other place in the Netherlands will you find nature like you find in Zandvoort. For where should you get off your bike for Konik horses or Highland cattle? Where can you come face to face with stately primeval cattle? And where else but in Zandvoort do you get deer guaranteed during your walk through the dunes. Zandvoort is surrounded by unique nature that you must have visited, especially outside the summer.


 



Rich history


The combination of the four cores makes Zandvoort unique. Especially since each core has a rich history, which has shaped the cores into what they are today. The village breathes fishing culture in many places. Racing culture flares up during Formula 1. And, of course, World War II, which not only shaped the promenade and the circuit, but can still be found in nature. 





Zandvoort: always accessible


Zandvoort is surrounded by nature and easily accessible. Especially if you opt for sustainable transport. Because Zandvoort is the only coastal town with a direct train connection from Haarlem and Amsterdam almost to the beach. And you can also get there in no time by bus, by bike or on a borrowed scooter. 
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